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When first approached by artists and curators Beate Gegenwart and Elizabeth 
Turrell to launch Heat Exchange 2 at The Makers Guild in Wales Gallery, Craft 
in the Bay, I was immediately captivated by the concept of artists brought 
together from various regions of the world to not only exhibit together but 
to share their normally private creative process via an artist blog. As an avid 
follower of heat-exchange.crimsoncactus.net over the past two years, my 
eyes have been opened to the rich depth of skill and knowledge these artists 
possess and their generous sharing of discovery, experiments, struggles and 
breakthroughs with this fascinating medium. This exhibition presents the 
beautiful and thought-provoking outcomes of this creative journey.

Charlotte Kingston, Exhibitions Officer, The Makers Guild in Wales

In this exhibition Elizabeth and Beate have attracted leading lights working 
in enamel from around the world.  This will ensure that many more people 
will be as thrilled as I have been by the riot of colour, texture and design, 
which can be achieved by skilled and creative makers responding to the 
application of enamel.  Heat Exchange 2 is eagerly awaited and will, I am 
certain, generate more conversation, celebration and appreciation of the 
work of contemporary makers in this field.

Jean Wood, an enthusiast
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In Greek myth, Hephaestus was the god of craftsmen: a maker of living 
things.  Giving a maker place in the company of gods seems a hopeful 
symbol of a society that valued what the maker brings.  

Yet for all the wonders that can be released by adept making: a hands on 
working of matter, there always remain the questions of why, for what reason 
and for whom one is making something.  

Heat Exchange 2 is, at some level, a celebration of the curious maker in 
the 21st century, focused through the lens of vitreous enamel.  A group of 
individuals, of otherwise no particular connection, has been drawn together 
by a fascination with the processes of fusing glass to metal.  

Vitreous enamel has a long history as a way of making objects for use, 
ornament and ritual.  Direct fusing of glass to metal is credited as a 
Cypriot invention.  The Cyprus Museum in Nicosia owns a set of gold 
rings that are said to be the earliest examples of enamel on gold, dating to 
the 13th century BC.  Ceremonial artefacts, such as the 12th century AD 
Limoges enamel devotional plaque found on the Isle of Wight, now in the 
British Museum, show how skilful use of enamel was highly valued in past 
cultures.  In more recent history, European scientific experiments of the post 
Enlightenment period led to new enamel processes such as enamelling iron 
cookware, subsequently patented as an industrial process in the English 
Midlands in the mid 19th century.  Exhibitor Stephen Bottomley continues 
this scientific exploration of enamel processes through works that are testing 
the porous borders of art jewellery and geoscience.  

Glass and metal, when bonded, outlast wood, canvas and paint: they 
are durable, useful, decorative and everyday.  The range of decorative 
techniques that built up with those basic materials reads like a literary 
incantation: cloisonné, champlevé, basse-taille, plique-à-jour: each a method 
for making coloured glass sing with greater clarity against metal.  Each 
technique a dedicated workbook of technical demands: laying, painting; 
layering, firing, fusing, scraping, burnishing; re-firing.  Enamel processes 
are not for the impatient or clumsy: they take time, as well as having 
long histories.

MAKERS, MYTHS 
AND GODS

Heat Exchange 2 is, at some level, 
a celebration of the curious maker 
in the 21st century, focussed through 
the lens of vitreous enamel.
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Makers such as Elizabeth Turrell, one of the curators of Heat Exchange 2, 
are historians.  They write histories of a material practice through making 
objects that explore it.  Her own Badge Project, for example, first seen in 
the Birmingham Craftspace exhibition ‘Taking Time: Craft and the Slow 
Revolution’ dealt directly with different human histories.  A collection of 
enamel badges, commemorating professional societies; amateur gatherings; 
honours of war; hopes for peace were shown alongside her own images of 
memory, people and place.  

Constant shifts in technology change human lives and relationships.  Much 
can be lost and forgotten.  Objects can carry memories for those who 
can read them.  The history of lusterware in Europe is an example.  This 
decorative technique of fusing metal oxides to the surface of clay to 
create a glittering metal skim was first used in Persia in the 8th century to 
imitate gold plates.  The Moorish invasion of Spain in the eleventh century 
brought the technique to European potters.  By the late nineteenth century, 
lusterware recipes were largely lost and discarded in the process of change 
through war and industrialization.  Art potteries in the UK, notably in the 
person of William De Morgan, began to rediscover some of the copper red 
glazes but it was down to another maker historian, Alan Caiger Smith, in the 
1960s to follow and join up the loose threads of this particular technical and 
human history.

Now the web has changed the way such forgotten histories and abandoned 
practices can be rediscovered and woven together.  Blogs on technical, 
practical and conceptual experiments with enamel have fed into the virtual 
commons, from Australia, Europe, East Asia, underpinning this exhibition 
Heat Exchange 2.  Another exhibitor, Helen Carnac, adopted a similar way 
of threading old and new knowledge when she worked with curator, Andy 
Horn, to create the Taking Time exhibition in Birmingham in 2009.

Information now travels faster than the speed of light.  Yet to make a work 
in enamel is a slow, careful process.  The pace of making, gives space for 
reflection: information is processed and reformed into individual thought.  
Statements from all exhibitors are reflective about their paths within and 
beyond a world of making objects in enamel.  Silvia Walz and Bettina 
Dittlman find poetry in abandoned metal objects or industrial waste.  
Dittlman talks about her response to discarded enamel tinwares ‘passing 
time works the pieces’: materials change through time: metals rust, but 
still leave traces.  Susan Cross traces the path of Elizabethan blackwork 
embroidery through the rust lines on white linen.  Social histories of making 
are shifted through political and economic change, but lines are still visible in 
the materials that survive.  

But making things does not always lead to reflection or ornament: to the 
peace and tranquillity that American artist Gretchen Goss hopes to uncover 
through her shimmering water inspired enamel surfaces.  The hard resistant 
qualities of metal have led to the making of bombs as well as jewels.  Turning 
over the word ‘Heat’, in the exhibition title, Melissa Cameron finds Heat 
Exchange Anti Tank warhead coming up in Wikipedia.  Etymologies and 
histories collide in her works which confront the destructive power of making 
things: the dark side of human invention.  The bombing of Dresden; the 
wailing wall of Jerusalem; the ghost haunted rails at Dachau are all sites 
referred to in exhibitors’ words and exhibited works.  

Tamar De Vries Winter photographs the changing state of her birth city 
Jerusalem, transfer printing the images onto enamel, in the hope that 
she will make a record that will endure, as glass and metal will survive for 
thousands of years: a hope that creative as well as destructive human 
histories will be shown to those that come after.  Catalan artist Ramon Puig 
Cuyàs, draws on myth and writing, to remember the invisible cities of human 
pain and suffering that are held under the surface of new structures in works 
such as  Suite for Dresden and Suite City Birds.  

A strong image begins to take hold through many of these reflections.  
The image of a lone and embattled artist maker, holding the tide against 
destructive floods of man’s inhumanity to man.  A text from Primo Levi’s 
‘Monkey Wrench’ comes to mind: 

We agreed ... on the good things we have in common. On the advantage 
of being able to test yourself, not depending on others in the test, reflecting 
yourself in your work. On the pleasure of seeing your creature grow, beam 
after beam, bolt after bolt, solid, necessary, symmetrical, suited to its 
purpose; and when it’s finished you look at it and you think that perhaps it 
will live longer than you, and perhaps it will be of use to someone you don’t 
know, who doesn’t know you. Maybe, as an old man, you’ll be able to come 
back and look at it, and it will seem beautiful, and it doesn’t really matter 
so much that it will seem beautiful only to you, and you can say to yourself, 
‘Maybe another man wouldn’t have brought it off.’

Yet this group of twenty three thoughtful, curious individuals are not twenty 
first century Luddites: resisting the currents of technological change.  They 
are reporters of change, bearing witness to many histories that have come 
and gone, but they are also inventive voices within the constant shift of 
human affairs.  They are making surprising and beautiful marks on our 
contemporary human landscapes that celebrate the capacities to make 
anew; make and think differently.

Heat Exchange 2 shows the value of making to a border-crossing creative 
commons, as co-curator and exhibitor Beate Gegenwart discusses 
permeable boundaries as valuable creative places.  The chance to see 
ourselves as others see us is a gift of such places.  

Today there are few gods, unlike ancient Greece, through whom to 
represent the complex and often incomprehensible affairs of man.  The gods 
when they do appear seem to be gods of Mammon and vengeance.  Yet 
perhaps we can borrow from Greek myth an important thought: Hephaestus 
the maker was indispensable to the often rather mercurial Zeus, something 
brought into focus by the legend of Pandora’s box.  

Pandora was created out of clay, by Hephaestus, as a daughter for 
Zeus.  Zeus, angry at the Promethean theft of fire, gave his daughter to 
Epimetheus, Prometheus’ brother.  She was beautiful, he was delighted but 
Pandora came bearing complex gifts in the form of another clay vessel, 
a pithoi.  Against instructions Pandora uncorks the pithoi and all human 
miseries are released on the world.  One last creature comes from the pithoi, 
it is a fluttering moth: a fragile incarnation of hope.  

Heat Exchange calls to mind Pandora’s Box: all we invent is not good.  It 
also reminds us that making things has within it the seed of hope in creating 
a different human world.  Hephaestus, the maker, gave the troubled 
human world hope.  In the end the maker outwitted the powerful and 
destructive gods.  

Amanda Game 
Independent Curator, Producer 
2015
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PAMELA RAWNSLEY

It is an honour to Pamela that her work is included in Heat Exchange 2, 
since she didn’t use enamel. She was, however, a soon-to-be enameller; 
2014 would have been the year when she started learning, with Elizabeth 
Turrell, how she might bring enamels into her work  -  and she was full of new 
ideas including some for wall-mounted pieces using many different metals 
and surface treatments, including colour. But 2014 was the year in which a 
sudden, savage brain tumour ended her life.

Pamela began her career in 1981 with colour  -  initially resin, then screen-
printed rigid PVC.  -  but she was always a metalworker at heart and colour 
played little part in her work for nearly 30 years. Then in 2012, when she 
received a Creative Wales Ambassador Award from Arts Council Wales, 
she spent six weeks as a visiting artist at JamFactory Craft and Design 
Centre in Adelaide, South Australia. She revelled in the colours, light and 
strangeness of Australia  - all a complete break from the muted colours of 
the Welsh hills  -  and jeweller Leslie Matthews showed her ways of using 
polyester resins. 

Entirely new work appeared, of which that in Heat Exchange 2 was part, and 
Pamela hoped to have enamel work ready for this exhibition. The silver and 
resin brooches from 2013, though they are fully realised pieces in their own 
right, are also perhaps a hint of what might have been. 

Matthew Tomalin, artist-metalworker (originally jeweller) and 
Pamela’s husband.

ADELAIDE 
2012
Painted balsa wood 
maquettes, with card, 
copper, aluminium, steel 
and found materials
Max h 16cm

NORTH BY SOUTH 
Brooches
2013
Silver, resin, oxide, gold
Max. height 7cm

Pamela Rawnsley

Artists Exchanging Energy7 8
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BEATE GEGENWART

Concepts of boundaries/non-boundaries, seeking out spaces that could 
be defined as ‘inside’, but allowing activities of the outside to take place, 
fascinate me. I am interested in the ‘fabric of gaps’ and see-through 
openings, the specific meanings of the spaces in-between. I am used to 
forever crossing, from one country to the other, from one language to 
the other.

My research for Heat Exchange 2 took me to Northern Italy, walking and 
recording the arcaded streets of Milan, Bologna, Padua and Venice. Arcades 
are active spaces, where movement takes place and light and dark interact.  
It is a permeable boundary, a place of edges and crossings. 

I wish to understand these spaces through making. One possibility is to 
activate them by production, by exploring rhythmical processes of making. 
The first series investigates rhythms of form and light through rhythmical 
forms of production, such as the ‘to and fro’ of the laser through cutting 
and engraving.

Another way to understand space is ‘writing’ space, rather than 
describing space.

The second series of works references a poem by Ingeborg Bachmann 
‘Bohemia Lies by the Sea’, which so perfectly describes the sense of 
crossings, borderlines and a Utopian land; the ‘if ’ of circumstance and hope. 

The pieces are always in series, in white, black or red enamel and 
polished steel.

SPRACHWANDEL
2015
Steel, stainless steel, 
enamel
Approx. 65cm x 150cm

Photo:  
Chinch Gryniewicz

Beate Gegenwart
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TO AND FRO
2015
Stainless steel,  
enamel, felt
50cm x 55cm

HERBEI, HERBEI WAS 
ROT SEI 
2015
Small multiples
Enamel on steel
Approx. 15cm x 15cm each

Photo: Diana Oliviera

Photo: Aled Hughes
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BETTINA DITTLMANN

Enamelled
Walking in the woods I found a lot of old enamelled pots formerly used by the 
farmers, than disposed, dumped and given back to nature.

They are deformed, rusted, broken, torn. Objects of everyday life.  
Decay makes the form and content. The passing time works the pieces.... 
form still follows function. 

The vessels have become my collectables. 

I exhibit them outdoors, with the title: “Meine Neue Sammlung“.  

After my apprenticeship, I stopped silversmithing, thinking it is too far away 
from life to make precious objects in a time of industry making affordable and 
well designed objects .

But my interest in enamel and the found objects make me come back to my 
original training.

I drink out of an enamelled cup.

I am tempted by my cup. Starting to raise some forms. Timid.  Can I go back?

Working with the hammer is full of pleasure.

I will try to walk a new path, hopefully. 

MOON 
2008
Part of bottom of a pot 
13cm x 12cm

UNTITLED 
2012 
Iron, garnet, enamel.  
7.5cm x 8.5cm x 3cm

Bettina Dittlmann
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ROT UND GELB
Enamel

INSTALLATION
Enamelled buckets, pots
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CATH FAIRGRIEVE & 
ANDY GRIFFITHS 

‘Structures of unknown purpose’
During the last four years Cath Fairgrieve and Andy Griffiths have 
independently experimented with vitreous enamel on iron. For Heat 
Exchange 2 they collaborated on a project that combines Cath’s interest 
in history and layering processes with Andy’s casting expertise and use 
of bricolage.

They were inspired by World War II pill-boxes and remnants of sea 
defences around the coast of South West Wales where they live. These 
are referenced in sculptural forms that suggest brutalist architecture, to 
reveal hidden spaces and elemental structures that are both quiet and raw 
in aesthetic. 

Forms were made using polystyrene packaging that Andy has collected 
over many years – a disposable waste product. Like the pillboxes the 
material represents security and protection. Neither were used as intended: 
the architectural defences were abandoned unused, and the packaging 
has been made dysfunctional. Through the casting process it becomes an 
aggressive, monumental material.

Enamel is applied sparingly in layers of grip coat to contrast with areas of 
exposed, rusting iron, to draw the eye towards internal spaces where light 
reflects off enamel to illuminate and cast shadows. The rusted surface draws 
attention to the weight of iron and subtlety of enamel colour.

Cath Fairgrieve & Andy Griffiths 

Artists Exchanging Energy17 18
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STRUCTURE 
OF UNKNOWN 
PURPOSE 3 
2015
Iron, enamel
14cm x 14cm x 9cm

‘STRUCTURE 
OF UNKNOWN 
PURPOSE 2 
2015
Iron, enamel
20cm x 14cm x 11cm

Artists Exchanging Energy19 20Cath Fairgrieve & Andy Griffiths 



CHRISTINE GRAF

A colourful piece of rubbish - a rusty and deformed crown cap - a little 
flower between cobblestones - cloud formations - ripped down billboards. 
The images and emotions of everyday impressions arise a complex and 
multifaceted ‘visual sound’. My hands, my mind, the material I use are in a 
constant dialogue to transform these impressions into a piece of jewellery.

Industrial manufactured copper mesh gives me the possibility to form the 
shapes directly with my hands following my instincts. Using traditional textile 
techniques - transformed into metal - I try to change the aesthetic quality 
of the mesh’s surface structure. The subsequent application of coloured 
enamel starts an intensive and open process; in many separate fired layers 
the immanent character of the piece evolves. 

As a result it seems as if the metal body is reduced: covered by the 
enamel it loses its structural qualities and in turn takes on a new visual and 
metaphorical identity.

UNTITLED 
Vessel Object
2013
Copper, enamel
8cm x 12cm
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POLYGONS
2012-2015
Copper, enamel
Approx. 7.5cm x 16cm

HALLUCIGENIA
Brooch
Enamel on copper
12.5cm x 9.4cm x 2.4cm

Artists Exchanging Energy23 24Christine Graf



ELIZABETH TURRELL

Much of my work represents markers of conflict - silent messages that may 
elicit a feeling of melancholia or disquiet.  

These works are made with concerns for exploring the potential of the 
materials and the process  - the chemical bond of glass on metal. It is 
the inherent qualities of this material that attracts me at a sensory and 
aesthetic level.  

Using thin white pre-enamelled steel - a functional factory produced 
material - gives a bland surface with none of the usual preciousness 
associated with traditional enamel. I am entranced by the different qualities 
obtainable using the interaction of the drilled, punched or drawn lines, which 
alter the white surface revealing the qualities of the steel substrate. I like 
the limitation set by this material and the restricted monochrome palette. 
Increasingly my interest veers towards the minimal and the quiet.

After the final firing the glassy surface is removed by abrasion. This  
surface could be described as resembling eggshell, or beach pebbles when 
compared with the glossed fired surface. This allows the subtleties to be 
more visible, giving a tactile, sensuous finish inviting touch.

The rhythms of the process play an important part in the developing work. 
Making marks is a pleasurable and engaging process that can produce a 
hypnotic and rhythmic sound that varies depending on the tool used.  

Much of the enamel process is about layering. As layers are added or 
subtracted there is a correlation between the order of process of making 
and the layers of creative experience.

Elizabeth Turrell
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SHADOW AND LINE  
Pages from  
MEMORIAL SERIES
2014 
Industrial enamel on steel 
Each page 6cm x 8cm

Work in progress for 
THE MISSING 
1914 - to date
Industrial enamel on steel 
and steel wire on ‘found’ 
painted steel
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Work in progress

Work in progress for 
THE MISSING 
1914 - to date
Industrial enamel on steel 
and steel wire on ‘found’ 
painted steel

THE MISSING (Detail)  
1914 - to date
Industrial enamel on steel and 
steel wire stitched on felt
Overall size:  
62cm x 107cm



GRETCHEN GOSS

Merging the processes of drawing, painting and fusing vitreous enamel to 
metal, motivate my work.  In recent years digital imaging and technology 
have enhanced the more direct art methods I’m accustomed to using.  I 
find great satisfaction in experimenting with materials and processes that 
challenge my ability to control. Fusing glass to metal over the course of 
multiple firings creates a metaphorical dialogue in the studio between the 
results of each firing and my response. Enamel has always provided that 
challenge, thus motivation. 

The natural world is the subject of the work.  I hope to make work that 
reminds one of the awe, peace and tranquillity found so often in our natural 
surroundings.  Water is one subject I continue to explore.  The transparency, 
reflectivity and colours of enamel suitably match the subject of water.  
Reflections seen on and below the surface of water as well as the patterns 
reflected off water inspire the work. The unparalleled beauty found in the 
natural world is a subject that forever fascinates me.

In this body of work I’ve attempted to reduce the painted surface area down 
to only the reflections of light.  My work is usually produced for the wall 
but in this case is presented horizontal like the subject it portrays. I hope to 
recreate a peace and tranquillity in viewing the work similar to that found in 
the natural world.

FIVE SAVES - TREES 5
Copper, enamel

REFRACTION 
2015
Copper, enamel
46cm x 66cm x 4cm

Gretchen Goss
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REFRACTION 
2015
Copper, enamel
46cm x 66cm x 4cm
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My artistic focus until now was predominantly abstract and concrete 
photography. In recent years, it has also become the art of enamelling, in 
most cases still showing a connection with photography.

My own abstract photographs, sometimes their details, underpin my work. 
I re-interpret subtle qualities of light and shadow on a larger scale, mainly in 
the format 50x70cm, working often in series. As a material, industrial liquid 
enamel on steel takes precedence. Transparent enamel on black is built up in 
many layers, which leads to different subtle shades from soft greys to white. 
Grinding the fired layers produces the desired light reflections.

My abstract photographs as well as my enamel work often relate back to 
architecture: because of this and their scale, they are particularly suitable 
for the design of façades or large foyers, and in that come full circle back 
to architecture.

Lately I have begun to explore silkscreen enamel on steel, each individual 
print is unique.

Every now and then I also work with vessels and jewellery.

Heat Exchange 2, the contact with the participating artists, the dialogue and 
working together at the Kuenstlerwerkstaetten, Erfurt in August 2014 and in 
May 2015 were very stimulating for my work in the field of enamel art.

Gudrun Wiesmann, Erfurt, Juni 2015

GUDRUN WIESMANN

Gudrun Wiesmann
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VARIO 1
2012
Enamel on copper
8cm x 3cm

COLOMBA 3
2015
Steel, enamel
50cm x 70cm x 1.5cm
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REFLEXIONEN
2008
Enamel on steel
50cm x 26cm x 2cm

WALLCLIP 1B
2009
Enamel on steel
78cm x 50cm x 1.5cm

REFLEXION-A
2014
Enamel screenprint 
on steel
15cm x 10cm



Drawing is a physical and embodied process that can convey something 
of a place. Marking is a human activity that embodies something of the 
physical act of drawing. The marks that are left behind in a place, whether 
knowingly or not, seem to act as a language. Can these marks communicate 
something about place-ness and of time, perhaps about how they were left 
or subsequently captured? 

I wrote this for the exhibition Drawing, Permanence and Place in 2011; these 
questions and thoughts still permeate my enamel work.

A large part of my process of working involves walking and observing and it 
is through images captured during my walks that I develop my work.  
My studio is at the edge of the River Thames, Woolwich, London, on an old 
industrial estate. On the opposite shore is the Tate and Lyle sugar refinery. 
Every week ships come and go: loading; unloading; sitting for a while at this 
place. I often watch them, ponder where they have been and sometimes 
look up their movements on the online radar tracker. 

In my current work I try to capture and record, through mark making and 
drawing, something of the comings and goings, of arrivals and departures 
and marks left in the process. I am interested in how material changes, how 
metal oxidises and how steel can leave marks behind through this oxidisation. 
I am working with the furniture designer David Gates, developing work that 
combines vitreous enamel on steel and wood and explores marks developed 
through using these materials together.

HELEN CARNAC

Helen Carnac
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STUDIO WORK 
IN PROGRESS 
2014

WALKING,  
CITY OF LONDON
May 2014

All images Helen Carnac



WALKING WITH THE 
RAMBLERS
Farnham 2013

LOOKING OUT 
FROM THE STUDIO 
TO TATE AND LYLE 
REFINERY
River Thames, London. 
2013

Artists Exchanging Energy39 40Helen Carnac

BULK CARRIERS
River Thames at Tate 
and Lyle Refinery 2015

IN THE STUDIO
2013



JESSICA TURRELL

The miniaturised format of the jewellery form allows me to explore my ideas 
on an intimate scale.  As I make I enter into a dialogue with my materials, 
trying to discover and explore their unique characteristics. I strive to attain 
a tactile delicacy that positively encourages touch. It is important to me 
that the pieces I create should reward the wearers close attention with an 
intricate and detailed surface.

The ongoing “field” series explores the subtle and delicate variations 
and subversions that occur through the action of hand drawing each 
of the hundreds of repeated marks that cover the enamel surface. For 
Heat Exchange I have been exploring the use of a variety of enamelling 
techniques that allow me to make repeated marks both over and under 
the surface of the enamel. As a further development of the “field” series 
the “segmented field” pieces explore the relationship between individual 
elements; how they intersect and how they come together to form a central 
negative space.

Jessica Turrell
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FIELD PLAN N°2 
Brooch 
2015
Enamel on copper, silver
8cm x 8cm approx.

FIELD PLAN N°3 
Brooch
2015
Enamel on copper, silver
6cm x 8cm approx.
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Photo by Norah Hoover,  
for Haystack Mountain 
School of Crafts

FIELD PLAN N°1 
Brooch
2015
Enamel on copper, silver
6cm x 8cm



I aspire to work solely for the sake of inspiration - before the mind begins 
to devour the joy of inspiration. Creating jewellery is a completely open 
process, where shapes, colours and sizes meet and interact. This process 
unfolds in a constant dialogue between hand, metal and enamel. In this 
intensive process layers of colour are built up until such moment: like the 
moon gleaming on water – soft lifting, serene, subdued, yet strong enough 
to have inherited a life as well as a form.

As each shape interacts with the space around it, the shapes should elevate 
each segment and colour and also hold all the elements aloft. In such a space 
each piece starts to create new rhythms.

No longer me, but opening doors on ordinary days.

KAORI JUZU
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Kaori Juzu

SEN-TO-TEN   
2015  # 1
Pendant  
2015
Enamel, steel, 18kt gold, 
Japanese silk thread

ROCKSVISION  
2015  # 1
Brooch  
2015
Enamel, copper, silver
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ROCKSVISION # 2
Brooch 
2015
Enamel, copper, silver



This body of work titled, “Sewing Samples” is inspired by the humble activity 
(sewing samplers) once practiced by young women and girls.  These 
samplers were created to improve the skills of sewing, embroidering, and 
embellishing domestic textiles for the home.  I have appropriated these 
techniques to create “samples” that refer to the body and its intimate nature.  
In some of the works, text is used provocatively to create a tension between 
wearer and viewer.  Each piece is hand-sewn in copper mesh with copper 
wire.  The forms are then enamelled and fired.  The surfaces are etched to a 
matte finish to make the surfaces look and feel like flesh.

KATHLEEN BROWNE

Kathleen Browne
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DARTS   
Brooch
2015
Enamel on copper
10cm x 7cm x 2.5cm

Photo: Dan Fox

BUNCH
2015
Enamel on copper
6.5cm x 7cm x 2.5cm

Photo: Dan Fox
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In my work I use personal photographs at the same time as examining 
historic stories and representations of Antarctica. The objects produced 
reference historical souvenir and jewellery objects that are displayed in 
museums and consider the way personal meaning and memory of place 
have presence in objects. 

Using studio-based experimentation along with enamelling and 
contemporary technologies my research explores the links enamelling has 
had with micro-mosaics and miniature painting. The findings from this 
experimentation are used to re-imagine historical examples of personal 
souvenirs and jewellery, presenting a further understanding of Antarctica’s 
significance both culturally and environmentally. The works presented in 
Heat Exchange 2 are an excerpt of this ongoing enquiry of ice over a period 
of time. 

KIRSTEN HAYDON
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Kirsten Haydon
HEAT EXCHANGE

ICE SECTION 
2014 
Reclaimed steel, silver, 
enamel, cubic zirconia 
13.5cm x 5cm x 14cm

ICE RESERVOIRS
Brooch
2012
Enamel, reflector beads, 
copper, silver, steel 
8cm x 8cm x 1cm
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ICE STRUCTURE, 
Brooch
2011
Enamel, photo transfer, 
reclaimed steel, silver, 
steel 
6.5cm x 6.5 cm x1.2cm

ICE CREVASSE
Neckpiece  
2013 
Enamel, photo transfer, 
reflector beads, silver, 
paint  
26cm x 18cm x 1.5cm

IMAX CREVASSE, 
ANTARCTICA, 
2004

ICE SAMPLE 
FROM INSIDE THE 
IMAX CREVASSE, 
ANTARCTICA, 
2004



Houses and Barracks evolved over nearly a year.  Over the years I have 
often returned to a house theme, partly because home and shelter are 
universal themes.  Everyone has a narrative to project onto those structures.  
Specifically, I had been introduced to the work of the Bauhaus architect 
Bruno Taut, who prior to leaving Germany had made colourful buildings, 
including housing for ordinary working men in Berlin.  Within the same year I 
had also seen American woodworker Wendy Maruyama’s Tag Project, about 
the Japanese detention camps in the US during the same war.  I was struck 
by the similarity in structures used to house prisoners at the camps.  Taut’s 
houses, while modest in scale, were full of life; buildings used to warehouse 
people are the opposite.  

Being a maker, I began constructing dwellings that were folded up from a 
single sheet of metal, and using vitreous enamel to give a permanent, rich 
surface (the magic of glass).  Using wire to “stitch” them together at the 
seam gave a surgical as well as domestic backdrop, and was a sign that they 
had been fabricated by hand.

At the same time, another layer of meaning came into the work when I 
rode a train from Munich to Dachau the following year.  The landscape 
was dotted with colourful, peaked-roof houses, but my destination 
held the barracks.  The geographical and cultural proximity of these 
structures tied together the two types of structures, which previously had 
seemed irreconcilable. 

MARJORIE SIMON

Marjorie Simon
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HEAT EXCHANGE

HOUSES AND 
BARRACKS/
HOUSING AND 
WAREHOUSING
Installation
2015
Enamel on copper

Photos: Ken Yanoviak
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“ High-explosive anti-tank warheads (HEAT for short) were developed 
during the Second World War as a munition made of an explosive shaped 
charge that uses the Munroe effect to create a very high-velocity partial 
stream of metal in a state of super-plasticity, and used to penetrate solid 
vehicle armour.”

High-explosive anti-tank warhead: Wikipedia

Depicted in this work is the damage a HEAT warhead made to an armoured 
tank. In the original image there is a circular spray of gouged metal that 
surrounds the central puncture wound, the site where the plate armour 
was penetrated by the missile. The wall panels show the full image of what 
this pattern looked like. The jewellery, made from the laser cut ‘fall outs’ 
from the nine panels, illustrates the action that the missile had on the steel, 
a tremendous force that created the pattern through disconnection and 
movement. The current state of disassociation between the separated 
pieces (the wall and jewel works) is amplified by the jewellery pieces’ ability 
to continue their movement.

HEAT is an extension to my on-going research into military technologies, 
entitled the Escalation Series. Conceived to present a historical continuum, 
the Escalation Series pits ancient and modern military technologies against 
one another, prompting the viewer to question humanity’s continuing 
relations with humanity. 

MELISSA CAMERON

Melissa Cameron
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HEAT EXCHANGESPATTER  
Neckpiece  
2015
Stainless steel, vitreous 
enamel, titanium 
48cm x 48cm
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The works that make up ‘Suite of Dresden: Variations on an Invisible 
Landscape’ series are driven by an experience lived  in the city of Dresden. 
An archaeological excavation in the centre of the city reminded me of Italo 
Calvino’s book ‘Invisible Cities’, cities that have invested a reflection in the 
sky or on the underground, cities that run parallel lives without knowing each 
from other. Facing the Dresden falsely reconstructed for tourists, below are 
the old streets, the foundations and basements of  the authentic, the city 
destroyed in a few hours of horror and fire.  The city of pain. In the world 
there are many cities like Dresden, that of life, usually on the surface, and 
the horror and destruction in the underground, invisible to the looks, and 
forgotten.

‘Suite City Birds’ is the counterpoint to the previous one. Faced with the 
underground, the air. City in the air. It is inspired by an ancient legend or 
myth. Birds, angry with man for covering the sky with the smoke of his 
sacrifice to the gods, built a city in the sky that prevented interrupted 
communication between man and the gods.

RAMON PUIG CUYÁS

Ramon Puig Cuyás
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HEAT EXCHANGE

SUITE DRESDEN
2015
Vitreous enamel, steel, 
silver
9cm approx.

SUITE DRESDEN
2015
Vitreous enamel, steel, 
silver
10cm approx.
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SUITE CITY BIRDS
2015
Vitreous enamel, steel, 
silver
10cm approx.



Variflorus
I found a variety of punched sheets in the junkyard. It was the waste of a 
precision metal sheet for industrial use.

Fascinated by the same form, I try to give each plate a uniqueness. After 
they all spent a long time together as a mass in the junkyard, now each tile 
or platelet distinguishes itself from the other, both in colour and in the form. 
The possibilities are endless; each saw cut, each fold leads to new variations. 
The enamel increases the differentiation and gives the three-dimensional 
bodies consistency.

It is like a building block, a cell, which reflects the structural system of nature 
in front of my eyes. First, I shall confine myself to unicellular organisms, but 
soon complex multicellular organisms arise from these ‘cells’, which remind 
me of carnivores or hydrophytes.

SILVIA WALZ

Silvia Walz
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HEAT EXCHANGE

VARIFLORUS
2015
Steel, enamel, silver
7cm approx.
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STEPHEN BOTTOMLEY

Of Heaven and Earth
Heat Exchange II (HE2) has afforded the opportunity to look back over 
the past three years since Heat Exchange I (HE1) and to reflect on a studio 
based journey playing and exploring with vitreous enamel. It is this process 
that I have sought to represent in this collection of work from 2012-15.

HE1 resulted in a collection of six pieces of jewellery originating from 
experimental enamel research into the aesthetic possibilities offered by 
materials innovation in collaboration with the aerospace industry. The work 
made in 2012 explored the material properties of copper engineered to 
guarantee an even and dependable exchange of heat and energy in the 
aerospace industry and aptly used for heat exchangers in space rocket 
engines. A final group of six black and white brooches demonstrated the 
dependable fusion of ground diamond dust through vitreous enamel to 
these copper blocks then set onto cast metal brooches with the traditional 
claw fittings normally associated with gemstones.

Between HE1 and HE2 my work has continued to explore this process, 
while alluding to both heaven and earth in their titles, materials and 
inspiration. This jewellery seeks to probe the porous borders of art 
jewellery and geoscience through this fascinating and seductive medium - 
vitreous enamel.

Stephen Bottomley
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HEAT EXCHANGE

BLACK AND RED 
TRACES BROOCH
2014
Enamel, steel and rubber
11cm x 9.5cm x 0.4cm

Photo: Shannon Tofts

BLACK DIAMOND 
HEAT EXCHANGER
2012
Enamel, diamond dust, 
copper and gold
5cm x 5cm x 20cm

Photo: S Nolden
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HEAT EXCHANGER
2012
Enamel, diamond dust, 
copper and silver
5cm x 2cm

Photo: S Nolden

MOSS BROOCH 
2014
Enamel, copper, gold, 
rubber
5cm diameter

Photo Shannon Tofts

CELESTIAL 
PENDANT 
2014
Enamel, copper, gold, 
rubber
5cm diameter

Photo: Shannon Tofts



SUSAN CROSS

In 2014 I was invited to give a presentation to the Friends of the National 
Galleries, Edinburgh. My chosen theme was to research into 16th & 17th 
century jewellery in historical portraiture; examining its status, significance 
& symbolism. What particularly caught my jeweller’s eye was the exquisite 
detail and fine craftsmanship that went into the embellishment of the 
clothes, in particular Elizabethan blackwork embroidery.  

Elizabethan blackwork embroidery is a distinct genre of decorative needlework 
that dates from 16th and early 17th centuries. It was first introduced during 
the reign of Henry Vlll and is also known as Spanish work, believed to have 
migrated to England and being made popular by Catherine of Aragon.  

In parallel, suits of steel armour were often embellished with combinations 
of engraving, punched tool work, gilding and latterly acid etched to emulate 
the richly decorative surfaces of woven brocades and embroidered cloth. 

The extraordinary effect of blackwork embroidery owes its distinctiveness to 
the contrast of black silk thread worked on white linen. New stitching styles 
were developed such as the ‘speckled stitch’ inspired by woodblock printing.  

Studying this embroidery I noticed the random disappearance of the black 
silk. Due to the high thread count of the woven linen, the embroiderer’s 
needle and thread indelibly punctured the cloth. Further investigation 
revealed that iron was used as a mordant to fix the black dye. The natural 
corrosive properties of iron have meant that over time the black silk is 
self – destructing, thereby leaving behind perforated cloth and a trace of a 
past age.
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Susan Cross
HEAT EXCHANGE

COLLAGE STUDY FOR 
BROOCHES  #2  
2015 
Mixed media

RESEARCH STUDY #1  
2015   
Mixed media
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Photographer:  
Michael Wolchover

COLLAGE STUDY 
FOR BROOCH #4 
2015 
Steel & enamel 

COLLAGE STUDY FOR 
BROOCHES #3 
2015 
Mixed media

RESEARCH 
STUDY #5 
2015 
Mixed media



SUSIE GANCH

I use pre-enamelled sheet steel: form it, solder it, and create simple forms 
that reveal the life cycle of the resulting piece.  They are intentionally raw, 
their surfaces containing hundreds, thousands of little cracks.  Solder and flux 
are left on the surface, and because the steel is distressed (by forming), it 
will continue to shed bits of enamel.  They will age and evolve, gaining rust, 
losing enamel while the diamonds and sterling silver will remain the same.  

In a culture that values youth as the highest form of beauty and in an 
industry ( jewellery) motivated by beautification, I am considering my own 
evolution and what it means to transition into the next period of my life 
as a middle-aged woman.  These pieces reflect back the changes I see 
in my mirror every morning.  This jewellery will eventually disintegrate 
leaving some lonely diamonds, rubies, and precious metal behind. (In my 
imagination, they are the true loser in the story). Optimistically, I want this 
work to “die” making room for what will come next.  Part of my responsibility 
as an artist is to think of future generations and what they might need in 
order to make room for what jewellers sometime down the road will want 
to make.

UNTITLED  
Necklace
2014
Enamelled steel, sterling 
silver
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HEAT EXCHANGE
Susie Ganch
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UNTITLED  
Necklace
2014
Enamelled steel, sterling 
silver



TAMAR DE VRIES WINTER

We are continually exposed through the media to disturbing events around 
the globe: a daily dose of human suffering, helplessness, and cynical 
attempts to destroy the remnants of past cultures, paraded before our eyes.

I find myself pre-occupied with these events, and my response has been 
expressed through my work. I feel a need to record elements threatened 
with destruction through my photography, and through the rich collection of 
photographs and objects of early 20th century Europe and Palestine that I 
have inherited from my own family.

More than ever, I am aware that I am extremely fortunate to hold dual 
nationality and move easily from country to country. Being an immigrant, 
one’s mind always wonders from one place to the other.

On recent visits, I have taken a series of photographs of the old and new 
Jerusalem, where I started my life: Jerusalem which encapsulates so much 
history and conflict.

For the Heat Exchange 2 Exhibition, I have created a series of boxes, which 
contain images for safe-keeping, as a testament for our time. The process 
of capturing images and printing in the form of enamel decals onto my 
objects is making a record that will endure, as glass and metal will survive for 
thousands of years. 

Tamar De Vries Winter
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HEAT EXCHANGE

MEMORY BOWL
2014
From a of series of six
Copper, enamel, photographic 
enamel transfers
Diameter 10cm Height 5cm
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PLACES OF 
CONFLICT: 
JERUSALEM, 
YARMUK
2015
Research for collage of 
photographic enamel 
transfers
29cm x 21cm



YOUNG-I KIM

My work’s title is “Characteristic Vessels”. In this work I have made vessels 
with which I show the characters of people. I have chosen people whom I 
care for and who are dear to me.

It was important for me that I do not only lay emphasis on these persons’ 
outward appearances, but their habits, peculiarities, manners of speaking 
and expressions as well as their facial expressions and postures, from which a 
persons character can be more immediately inferred. 

These considerations have helped me to distinguish between the different 
character profiles. In order to give still more sense and meaning to the 
whole, I have used colour by means of enamelling technique. 

CHARACTERISTIC 
VESSEL 
2012
Copper, enamel,  
gold leaf 
Height: 15cm   
Diameter: 15.5cm 

Young-I Kim
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HEAT EXCHANGE

CHARACTERISTIC 
VESSEL
2012 
Copper, enamel, gold leaf 
Height: 12.5cm   
Diameter: 18cm



CHARACTERISTIC 
VESSEL  
2012 
Copper, enamel, gold leaf 
Height: 14cm   
Diameter: 17cm
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